Team members (name): ____________________________________________

**Leg 1 of 3: Website/Basics**

In this leg of the race, explore the UO Libraries’ website (library.uoregon.edu) to answers these questions!

1. What’s the phone number to **text** a librarian for help (hint: ask a librarian)?  _ (541) 233-0275 _

2. How long can most graduate students & faculty **borrow** UO library books? **6 months**; but with **automatic renewals** you may keep the book for up to **24 months** (unless recalled by another **borrower**)
   **[HINT: Use the undergraduate tab to find this]**

3. To book a **room or study space** in a library you’ll need to use what system? **25 Live**

4. Librarians create research guides to help students get started with research. If you’re in the Undergraduates tab> Research guides> **Human Physiology** guide what is the name of the first suggested database for finding articles? (hint: this database covers articles in biomedical topics from the National Library of Medicine): **PubMed**

5. Some faculty members put readings for their classes on Course Reserves so that everyone can use the material. For the **HPHY 321: Human Anatomy & Physiology** course, what is ONE book on reserve for the course? Fill out this info:
   - **Book title:** _16 possible answers: Clemente's Anatomy Dissector is one_________________________
   - **Call number (letters & numbers in parentheses [( )]):** ___ (SB ANAT 5 )_____________________
   - **Policy or Loan period:** _____**SIGN IN to see – 90 Minute Loan**_________________________
Team members: ____________________________________________

**Leg 2 of 3: Finding an article**

In this leg, go to the Human Physiology research guide, under Finding Articles, use the PubMed database. You are asked to find a scholarly (peer-reviewed/academic) article on:

**Some of the ethical debates about cochlear implants.**

**TIP:** You can search MeSH by pulling this menu down.

By typing the words into the boxes with the word “AND” in between, you are asking the database to find articles with both the words ethics and cochlear implants.

1. If you use the link from the UO Libraries the URL should look like the following (please fill out the last part):
   


   ![PubMed search results](image1)

   **Remember:**

   If it is not available in full-text in this database. Click on the “FindText” link to see if it is available from another database.

   3. Is it available electronically (remember to check FindText to be sure)? ______no____________________

   4. If it isn’t available, fill out the View it > Interlibrary loan/Document Delivery > Article Request form. You’ll log in and fill out a form, raise your hand when you get to the request or bring your laptop up to the front for me to see.

   Photos on next page to illustrate:

   1. After clicking FindText, you’ll get to this screen. Be sure to be logged in and select View It for this screen. (In this example, Get it also works)
2. ILL login
3. You should see this screen to request the article.
Leg 3 of 3: Getting a book from Summit

In this leg, you are asked to use Summit to get a book for your research. Find the following book in our New Catalog:


1. Does the UO own a copy? yes/no? Yes, but it’s checked out.

2. What is the fastest way to get a paper copy? ANSWER:
   If you click on Get It, you have 2 request options

   Request | Request via Summit (about 5 days)

   In this case, Request would start a recall, which could take 3-4 weeks. So a Summit request (about 5 days) is faster.

3. What is the call number if you wanted to get it from us? _ QH332 .O94 2007 __________

4. What Library is it in? ______ Science __________
**Bonus round:**

**Finding the impact of an article and getting a journal**

In this leg, you are asked to use Web of Science and Google Scholar to assess the impact an article made. We will review your answers next week in discussion. [remember the list of databases on the HPHY Research Guide]:


1. Complete the following from Web of Science (for the same article):
   A. Times cited: **106**
   B. Number of items in the bibliography (cited references): **64**
   C. How many times has the most cited reference in the bibliography been cited? **2677**
   D. Use FindText (in the blue Full Text Options menu).
   Which tab tells you where you can find the print copy?
   a. view it     b. details     c. similar articles     d. get it
   What UO Library has the print? **Science**
   What is the call number? (hint: it’s a location, not letters and numbers) **SHELVED BY TITLE**

2. [Can you find the Google Scholar link from WoS?]
   Complete the following from Google Scholar:
   A. Cited by: **291**
   B. Can you see the bibliography here (yes/no)? **no**
   C. To see UO holdings using FindText, what does it look like?
   a. [Mendeley icon] b. [Mendeley icon]
   [Use Settings > Library Links > University of Oregon to see FindText (if you don’t already)].

3. Why is the citation count different between Web of Science & Google Scholar?

WoS is more selective
GS more inclusive – GS also includes masters thesis’ and dissertations.

If you need help with any of the Mendeley related tasks, please read or watch the information here: [http://resources.mendeley.com](http://resources.mendeley.com)